
THE DEVELOPMENT OF EARLY WRITING AND MARK MAKING

POWERPOINT PRESENTATION

This power point can be used as a presentation, staff meeting, discussion starter, or printed to use for display Mark
make in all spaces Stages. of writing. development. 5. Talking for writing. 5. REAL -Raising Early Achievement in
Literacy.

Sounding out words and writing sentences. Thank You! How aware are you of EYFS planning? They give
their attention to what others say and respond appropriately, while engaged in another activity.
Communication and language Listening and attention: children listen attentively in a range of situations.
Should they? What do you think about that? Plan an environment that reflects the importance of language. To
consider effective resources and activities to support progression. Understanding: children follow instructions
involving several ideas or actions. Using quantities and objects, they add and subtract two single-digit
numbers and count on or back to find the answer. Picture labelling and writing names. They solve problems,
including doubling, halving and sharing. Sharing in the writing process- ideas, spellings, grammar,
punctuation â€¦ Asking children to improve a piece of writing or focussing on a specific skill Guided Writing
13 4. Modelling good writing Watching an adult model good writing. Invented spelling or initial letters. Let
them write lists, labels, messages and greetings without copying and praise their attempts at independent
writing. Talk about their writing Encourage them to feel proud of their work. Does EYFS planning in your
school take this into consideration clearly enough? Be sensitive and listen to what they say. They recognise,
create and describe patterns. It is a representational way of: Recording events in our lives. They explore
characteristics of everyday objects and shapes and use mathematical language to describe them Does maths
link to any other specific area? Drawing simple pictures. Symbols or mock letters. We encourage children: To
use chalks, pens, pencils, brushes and to make marks in shaving foam, sand, cornflour, playdough and clay.
They use past, present and future forms accurately when talking about events that have happened or are to
happen in the future. Provide opportunities for children to see adults writing and Create a time, a place and a
reason for children to experiment with writing for themselves. Prompting us. They should also see adults
modelling writing, messages, lists, labels, instructions, letters and stories. Does maths link to any other prime
areas? Emergent writing with letter strings. Children can explore roles and themes, beginnings, endings and
links. Informing others and Recording our creative thoughts and the results of our imaginings. They listen to
stories, accurately anticipating key events and respond to what they hear with relevant comments, questions or
actions. In school we use dramatic role play to build the skills of story writing. He also knows that you write
numbers down. To experiment with textures and shapes and to create patterns and pictures in order to develop
fine motor control. They develop their own narratives and explanations by connecting ideas or events Do the
examples above link clearly to maths? Is this made clear?


